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Ready to learn German? Whether this is your first time learning German, or if you already know

some basic German and just want to improve your speech and expand your vocabulary, our

SPEAKIT German course will make speaking and understanding German much easier than you

ever imagined! In this course, you'll learn basic words and common sentences, so that you'll be able

to understand what people are saying to you and even chat a bit - or at least say the right thing at

the right time. That's something, isn't it? Tell me, how does it work? Choose a topic and start

listening!Simple as it sounds - simple to learn!The course is divided into topics taken from everyday

life, making it suitable not only for tourists but also for all those interested in understanding and

expressing themselves in basic situations without having to delve into the fundamentals of grammar

and syntax. You'll listen to the language and repeat each word or sentence you hear - not just once,

but twice! This gives you a chance to listen... to absorb... and to speak! And, hey, if it doesn't work

for you the first time, it will work the second time or maybe the third. Practice as many times as you

want, whenever you feel like it! The most important thing to remember is that you should never to be

afraid to speak. OK, so others will guess it's not your native tongue. So what? Language brings

people together, and people always appreciate it when you try to speak their language, even if you

make a few mistakes.... Each SPEAKIT language-learning course includes the following topics:

Preface and Introduction 1. Things You Need to Know 2. Starting to Speak 3. How Much, How

Many? 4. Common Questions 5. Important Words 6. Adjectives 7. Numbers 8. Colors 9. Days of the

Week 10. Telling the Time 11. Personal Details 12. Hotels 13. Car Rentals 14. Friends and

Business 15. A New Language 16. Phone Conversations 17. Restaurants and Food 18. Taxis 19.

Public Transportation 20. Shopping Ready to start learning a new language? Let's get started! Visit

us at Speakit.tv
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Almost five stars but they were a few translation mistakes we're the answer didn't match . Minor

mistakes but undoubtedly recommended to anyone learning German.

Can't get audio to work...and it's not much good without it. Seems like it just wants to connect you to

a site where you can spend more money. Don't waste your money on this product.

The audio was the feature we most looked forward to using, but could not get it to work. This was a

Huge disappointment for our kids

Extremely helpful! My husband is German and is impressed with the correctness of the words and

pronunciations! I've actually surprised him a few times by speaking a few phrases to him after only a

few lessons!
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